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My journey at Sanjan Nagar 

I got admission in Sanjan Nagar when I was 10 years old. My sisters were studying at Sanjan Nagar
and both of them were doing great there. My mother was not satisfied from my studies so she decided
to take me to Sanjan Nagar and after a very long struggle I was admitted to Sanjan Nagar in my fifth
standard.

Sanjan Nagar was a whole different  atmosphere, we learned through surveys, arts,  drama/theatre,
sports and research. My teachers were supportive and motivating and taught us in a way that I fell in
love with learning. 

I took part in many projects that helped me to groom my personality like Matheletics, Rabbtt, comic
sessions with Nida Shams, visit to Toddlers academy & Scarsdale International School, Art beat (the
little art), CAP (Citizen Archive Program), DNA (Discovering New Artists), Girls Guide and many
others. 

Through participating in different co-curicular activities I became more confident.
As the years passed, I was being promoted to higher standards, my grades were improving efficiently
and so does my personality and character. I have been to two morning shows as well, one with Sahir
Lodhi and other with Nadia fazal jamil. I was there to represent myself as an artist. 

Through science melas, open house days, faiz festival, sports day, book fairs, and enormous other
activities and events I become more confident and I began to believe in myself. I visited FC College
as  a  participant  of  SEEDS OF PEACE Pakistan there  I  attended mock parliament  and interfaith
harmony camp, I also participated in DANCE 4 LIFE, which was based on providing awareness of
HIV  AIDS  and  more.  I  have  attended  many  workshops  with  artists  and  I  was  given  many
opportunities to  visit  NCA, to  Faiz  Ghar, Zahur ul  Akhlaq gallery, Allhamra art  gallery and RM
Naeem studio.



I realized in Sanjan Nagar how good I am in arts. I won many prizes at national level in arts and as
reward I attended free workshops with RM Naeem And Sadaf Naeem. I met Shahziya Sikender and
she provided career counseling also. I was an ordinary girl with no proper aims and targets but Sanjan
Nagar  helped  me to  explore  my  hidden  artist.  I  like  to  do  doodle  art,  abstract,  still  life,  pencil
sketching, origami etc.

When I completed my matriculation from Sanjan Nagar, I prefer to study here for intermediate and
with the passage of time I developed interest for astronomy, astrophysics, and cosmology. I just love
to study about outer space, its origin, phenomenon, wonders, and our place in the universe, existence,
fate, and all the theories connecting us with cosmos.

I write articles on big bang, big bounce, big crunch, big rip, big freeze, black holes, white holes,
pulsars, quasars, blazars, stars, planets, solar systems, galaxies and enormous others things. I’m also
the  member  of  LAST  (Lahore  Astronomical  Society  Team)  which  is  working  for  astronomy
awareness.

And now, I’m doing my bachelors  in  Space Sciences  from Punjab University  and following my
passion because I want to be an astronaut, an astronaut from my homeland Pakistan. 

I  just  want  to  learn  more  and more  and I  would love  to  spread it  around through sessions and
workshops.

Sanjan Nagar is a great platform for making humans not machines, a platform where the students find
the purpose of their life and a platform where teachers explore the hidden talents of the students and
polish them.

This school has given me the kind of confidence that changed my thinking and perspective towards
my whole life, that yes, I’m not an ordinary individual, I have targets to achieve and aim to chase.

I LOVE SANJAN NAGAR!
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